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Supply Chain Statement from Exascend 

Dear Business Partner, 

Due to the current situation, some of our customers may have concerns on the impact it could cause to the global 

supply chain.  

Presently, Exascend has no reason to believe that the ongoing conflict and the global trade environment will have any 

impact on Exascend’s product supply. Rest assured that we are closely monitoring the situation and will issue new 

statements in the event of any changes that may cause an impact on product supply. 

Below, please find Exascend’s statements concerning our supply chain: 

Our statements: 

⚫ Exascend does not have any facilities, including production facilities and warehouses in Russia or Ukraine.  

⚫ Exascend does not source machines, components and materials necessary to produce Exascend’s products 

from Russia or Ukraine. 

⚫ Exascend does not use transportation routes through Russia or Ukraine. Aircraft carriers rerouting flights to 

avoid Russian and Ukrainian airspace will only have a negligible impact on shipping times between Exascend 

facilities in Asia and customers in Europe. 

⚫ Exascend has presently not received any indication that the conflict will negatively affect product supply or lead 

times. Exascend is in close contact with its suppliers regarding the impact and fallout of Russia’s invasion of 

Ukraine and Exascend will maintain close contact with all important stakeholders to ensure uninterrupted 

production at Exascend facilities and stable supply of products to customers. 

Should you have any further questions regarding Exascend’s supply chain and product supply predictions, please do 

not hesitate to reach out to your Exascend account representative. We would be more than happy to assist you with 

your questions during this difficult time. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Gordon Chen 

Operations Vice President, Exascend Co., Ltd. 
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